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In an earlier paper ([22](1), hereafter referred to as (A)), we have in-

vestigated the automorphisms of Lie algebras of classical type, in the sense of

[18]. In Theorem 5 of (A), it was concluded that over an algebraically closed

field of characteristic different from 2 and 3, the automorphisms of a simple

Lie algebra 8 of classical type different from An(n^2), £„(w^4), £6, are all

invariant automorphisms, that is, are in the group of automorphisms gener-

ated by all automorphisms of the form exp(ad ef), where ea runs through all

root vectors relative to all standard Cartan subalgebras of 8. (For definitions

not explained here, see (A) unless otherwise noted.) The results for the re-

maining simple algebras of classical type were stated in Theorem 6 of (A)

without proofs being given. We supply here a proof of this theorem for all

cases except that of £6, which we shall treat in another paper. In addition,

we shall study more closely the automorphisms of Lie algebras of classical

type in terms of what appear to be linear representations of minimal dimen-

sion.

In the latter connection, the group 3(8) of invariant automorphisms may

be identified in the cases A — D and for sufficiently large characteristics with

the quotient, modulo the scalars it contains, of a certain linear group S, an

invariant subgroup in a classical linear group 23 such that $8/3 is simple, where

$ is the center of 23 and consists of scalar transformations. From this identifi-

cation the isomorphism of 3(8) with 23/3 would then follow by the simplicity

of 23/3; however, another proof of this isomorphism has been chosen, using a

proof that 93 is generated by a certain set of elements in the group 2, hence

that 93 = (£. The cosets modulo the center of these generators may be identi-

fied with the generators for certain of the simple groups G' of Chevalley [3]

as follows: If 8 is a simple Lie algebra over the field $ of classical type other

than ^4B with p\ (w + 1), where p is the characteristic of $, we may obtain 8

from the complex simple Lie algebra 8* of the same type by taking a basis for

8* according to Chevalley, i.e., such that the structure constants are integers.

Then we consider the Lie subring 8i over the integers (over the rationals if

g is of characteristic zero) generated by this basis, and if % is of prime char-

acteristic p, we obtain a Lie algebra 8o over the prime field Zp by reducing

coefficients modulo p. In every case, we then have a Lie algebra of classical

type over the prime field contained in g, the type being exactly that of 8 (see
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[20; 21]). By extending the base field to ft, we obtain a Lie algebra over $

isomorphic to 8. If ea (a^O) is a root vector in Chevalley's basis for 8*, the

mapping exp (A ad(ea)) of 8* maps each vector in the chosen basis into a linear

combination of the basis vectors, whereby every coefficient is a polynomial in

X with integral coefficients. Reducing these coefficients modulo p if necessary,

we obtain polynomials with coefficients in the prime field of % which give the

coefficients of the images (A,-; ef) in 8 of the basis (A,-; ef) for 8i under the map-

ping exp(x ad(e„)) of 8 into 8, where kEi$. That is, if the reduction of coeffi-

cients in polynomials over the integers Z sends p(X) into p(X)EZp[X],

and if u exp (X ad (ea)) = 2~2i pa,u,.(X)&,+ 2~1» ̂ a,«,s(X)e^ for all vectors u of

the above basis for 8* and for all complex X, we have u exp(/c ad(e„))

= J2* pa,u,i(if)hi+ 2~2$ p~a,u,0iK)ep for all u and for all kE%- The group G' of

Chevalley is that group of linear transformations of 8 generated by the map-

pings u-^2~Li pa.u.iii()hi+ 2~2e pa.u,/sM^ for all a, all k, hence is the group

generated by all mappings «—>u exp(* ad(ea)) of 8. These mappings define in-

variant automorphisms of 8, so that G' may be identified with a subgroup of

3(8). In the cases where 8 is of types A—D, Ree [19] has used results of

Dickson [6; 7] on the generation of certain classical groups to show that a

certain group § of linear transformations, which modulo its scalars is iso-

morphic to G', is a classical linear group, which in at least some cases is the

group 23 which we encounter. In the case of type G, he has also given such a

realization for a group § as above. In the cases of types B, D and G, his

realizations of 8* lead to an interpretation of the group we have denoted by

$asa group of linear transformations in a space at least formally different

from that where our group 33 acts, and in the case p\ (re + 1) of An, we cannot

directly regard G' as a subgroup of 3(8). In this paper, these difficulties are

overcome, and we show that the relation G'=3K8)=93/,3 holds without ex-

ception in the cases A, B, C, D, G. (Hence, since G' is simple [3], we have

another proof that 23/,3 is.) Analogous results for some of the remaining ex-

ceptional algebras will appear in another paper.

Note. The referee has observed that in the algebraically closed case the

result that G' = Si2) can be deduced from the theory of algebraic groups, as

can the result 3(8) =33/3 in some cases (Ono, Takashi, Sur les groupes de

Chevalley, J. Math. Soc. Japan vol. 10 (1958) p. 307). However, the effective-

ness of this method is lost when arbitrary fields are considered.

In the cases of types An(p\(n + 1)), B, C, Dn («^5), the full automor-

phism group 21(8) of 8 has been determined by Jacobson [12; 14], as well as

for type G if § is of characteristic zero [13]; for type P and characteristic

zero, Tomber [24] has made this determination. In these papers, the prin-

cipal tool has been the demonstration that the algebra in question has only

one or two inequivalent irreducible representations of the degree of the repre-

sentation used to define the algebra. The techniques involve counting weights

and are particularly unwieldy in the case of prime characteristic. Here, at the
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sacrifice of some low characteristics, the representation-theoretic approach is

eliminated by replacing it with the results of (A) and a device of §1 below.

Using this new technique, we have complete results on the full automorphism

group for Lie algebras of classical types A— D, G2, £4 and £6, although the

latter two are not discussed in this paper. For the first five types, we also

describe here the quotient group 2l(8)/3K8).

1. Preliminaries. Let % be a field of characteristic different from 2, 23 a

vector space over g. Let @(23) be the set of all g-linear transformations of 23,

and let ££@(23). Let © be a subspace of @(23) such that Uad(T)=[UT]

= ££—£££© for all ££©. Suppose further that either: (i) g is of char-

acteristic 0 and £* = 0 for some integer k (then (ad(£))2*_I = 0), or (ii) g: is of

odd prime characteristic p and T(-p+1)l2=0 (then (ad(£))p = 0). Then in

either case both exp(£) and exp(ad(£)) are defined, the former acting in 23

and the latter in ©, by the power series exo(A) =1+ yi«1t (i\)~1Ai, where

(i\)~lAf is defined to be zero whenever Ai = 0, regardless of whether (i!)-1 is

defined. If T is as in (i) or (ii), then exp(£) is of the form I+N, where N is

nilpotent; hence exp(£) is nonsingular, and if 23 is finite-dimensional, then

det(exp(£)) = 1. The same observations of course hold when T is replaced by

ad(£), considered as a linear transformation of @. Subject to the assumption

that T is as in (i) or (ii), the following formulas are readily derived:

(1) (exp£)-i = exp(-r);

(2) If UE®, then £exp(ad £) = (exp ^-^(exp T);

(3) If U, V and UV are in ©, then (UV) exp(ad £) = (£exp(ad £))

•(Fexp(ad£));

(4) If £, Fand [UV] are in ©, then

[UV] exp (ad T) = [U exp (ad T), V exp (ad T)].

The formula (1) is obtained by observing that the coefficients of all powers

of T in the expanded form of (exp £)(exp( — £)) are zero, with the exception

of that of T° = I, which is 1. The formula (2) is obtained by collecting and

comparing the terms of the same total degree in T in the two series obtained

when exp (— £) is substituted for (exp £)_1 on the right-hand side, and when

the left-hand side is expanded using the rule

U(adT)» = 2Z (-1);( n )TtUTf-t.
,=o \ i /

Then (3) and (4) follow at once from (2).

If 23 is an algebra (not necessarily associative) over %, if © is the Lie

algebra of all derivations of 23 over ft, and if ££© satisfies either condition

(i) or (ii), then for all x, y£23, we have (the product in 23 being xy):

(xy)T"= T,(n^]ixPk)iyPn-k),

Jfc_0 \ « /
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and from this we derive the formula

(5) ixy) exp (7) = (x exp (7))(y exp (7))

by showing that both sides are equal to

£  £ i!-1;'!-1(x7i)(y70
n=0 i+j=n

in the case (ii). The result is classical in the case (i), and is proved by the

same method. Since exp(7) is nonsingular, we see that it is an automorphism

of 93.
If 93 again is simply a vector space over g, and if we have an jw-linear

function on 95 over % with values in a vector space 93 over 5, i.e., a function

(xi, • • • , xm) of m variables, linear in each variable separately, we let © be

the set of Jinear transformations U of 93 satisfying

(6) (xit7, x2, ■ ■ ■ , xm) + ■ ■ ■ + (xi, • • • , xm_i, xmU) = 0

for all Xi, • • • , xmG93. If U and V are in ©, then we may apply (6) to show

that [PF]G@i so that © is a Lie algebra of linear transformations of 93.

Now if P£© satisfies (i) or (ii)': Pr+1 = 0 for some r <p/m, and if A =exp(P),

we have the formula

(7) ixiA, x2A, ■ ■ ■ , xmA) = (*i, x2, • • • , xm)

for all Xi, x2, • • • , xm£93. We outline the proof in the case (ii)'. Substituting

exp(P) for each A on the left-hand side and collecting all terms of total degree

re in P, we find that this homogeneous term is

(8) £        (ill-1 • • • iml^iXiT", • • •, xmr«"),
•1+ • • •+«"m=»

where OSijSr for each/, 1 SjSm; therefore we may assume nSmr <p. For

re = 0, this is (xi, • • • , xm). Thus we need only show that (8) vanishes for all

«>0, n<p; furthermore, instead of restricting im to the range 0SimSr, we

can allow it to run over the range 0^tm^re; for «<p assures us that im!~l is

defined, and Pr+1 = 0 assures that all the new terms obtained in (8) are zero.

Next one proves by induction on j that if OSkSp, if OSjSk, and if uit • ■ • ,

«mE93, then

.    («1,  '   ■  • , *m-l, UmTk)

= i-iy     £     Oil-1 • • • *.,,_!i-1)(«iP", • • •,«m_iP-si^r*-')
»H-+'m-l-i

(with the convention that p!p!-1 = l), which for k=j is

.    .   («i, • • • . «m-l, umTk)

= (-D*        £       aS!-1 ■ • • vm.i^)(uiT'\ ■ ■ ■, «m-iP->, um).
'!+•• •+>'m-l=*
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If we now apply this result by substitution in (8), we see that (8) is equal to

.... E E        (-DHifrWr1 ■ ■ ■ i^vm-fr1)
(11J      ii+--- + im=,n    *i+- ■ -+rm-i=im

(Xir»+",   •   •   •  ,  Xm-lT^'1+"-'\ Xm),

where ij^r, l^j^m — 1, im^n. Setting kj = ij + vit l^j^m—1, and noting

that any terms of (11) with some kj>r are zero, we compute the coefficient

of(xi£*1, • • • , xm_i £*"•-', xm) in (11) for each fixed (m — l)-tup\e (ki, ■ • • ,km-i)

with O^kj^r lor all j. This coefficient is

(12) E        (_i)(*.-«)+•••+(*»-i-<m-i)j1!-i(41_ jj)!-! . . .

»'l+- •  ■+>!«=»

»m-i!_1(^-i — im-i)!-1,

where 0^ij^kj, l^j^m — 1, and where 0^im^n. But since im runs over the

entire range from 0 to n, and since fei+ • ■ • +km-i = n, every (m — l)-tuple

(ti. • ■ • , im-i) with O^ij^kj, l^j^m — 1, occurs in this sum. Thus the sum

(12) is

k i Km —- 1

E   • • •     E    (-l)*l-*'(*i!_l(*i - *i)!_1) ■ • • (—l)*--1"*--1
(13) il=°

' m-1    Icj

■(i-r»(*»-i - <—Oi-' = II E (-l)*'-''^!-1^ - ii)!"1)-
>=1  ij=0

Now E^i = M>0> s0 some kj>0, kj<p, and thus

Et-l^-v&l-K*;-*/)!-1) = 0
iy-0

for this j. Therefore the product is zero, and the proof is complete.

Finally we note a device which we shall use to establish the vanishing of a

low power of a nilpotent linear transformation T.

Lemma 1. Let © be a Lie subalgebra of @(23) such that for some k, ^7 + ©

+ ©2-|- ■ • • + @* = 5R is an irreducible algebra of linear transformations in 23,

where the exponents denote associative powers. Let T be a nilpotent linear trans-

formation of 23 lying in ©. Suppose that (ad £)J' = 0, acting in ©. Then

f*tf-i)+i = o.

Proof. First we observe that if 23i is the null-space of T* in 23, then

23i©mC:23i+mO'-i) f°r au w^l. It evidently suffices to prove the assertion for

m = l. Therefore let xE23i, ££©; then one readily proves by induction on n

that

(14) xUTn = E( H )x£(£(ad £)»"').
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For n = i+j — l, those terms with vl^i are zero since x£93i; those with

v<i, i.e., with i+j—1—v^j, are zero since (ad P)' = 0. Thus xUTi+i~1 = 0,

and 23,-©C93,-+j_i; this is our assertion for m = l.

Now evidently 93<(g7) = 93,C93,+r for alhr>0. Thus %MQ%i+ku-i)- But
53i9? is an 8t-invariant subspace of 93, hence is either 0 or 93, and 93i5^0 since

P is nilpotent. Since IEM, 93i$ = 93C93*(y-i)+i, or P*<>-»>+i = 0 on 93, as as-

serted.

2. Algebras of type A. It the characteristic of % is not 2, 3 or a prime

dividing re, and if re>1, let 8 be the Lie algebra (under AB—BA) of all re by

re g-matrices of trace zero. Then 8 is a simple Lie algebra of classical type

An-i (see, e.g., [ll; 14; 20]). A particular Cartan decomposition relative to a

standard Cartan subalgebra !q arises when we take § to be the set of diagonal

matrices in 8; then there are re2 —re distinct roots, each root-space being

spanned by a matrix unit P.y, ij^j. If the characteristic p of r? is a prime

greater than 3 and dividing re, let 8 be the quotient of the Lie algebra of n

by re ̂ -matrices of trace zero by the ideal consisting of all scalar multiples of

the identity matrix. Then 8 is simple of classical type .4B_i [14; 21 ], with a

particular standard Cartan decomposition being obtained by taking the

Cartan subalgebra § to be the cosets modulo $1 of the diagonal matrices of

trace zero, and with the cosets of the matrix units P,-y, iy^j, belonging to the

re2 —re distinct roots. It follows by the isomorphism theorem (Theorem 9) of

[18] that these exhaust all simple Lie algebras of classical type A over %.

First let 5 be algebraically closed. If re = 2, we know by Theorem 5 of (A)

that the automorphism group 21 of 8 coincides with the group 3 generated by

all exp (ad Ea), where P„ runs through all root-vectors belonging to nonzero

roots relative to standard Cartan subalgebras (the group of invariant auto-

morphisms). If re> 2, we know from (A) that the index of 3 in 21 is 1 or 2. Let

us temporarily exclude the case where the characteristic p of g divides re.

Then 8 can be viewed as the Lie algebra of all linear transformations of trace

zero in an re-dimensional vector space 93, and we have 57+8 = 6(93). More-

over, (ad Pa)3 = 0 for all Ea of the above type, and 8 is a restricted Lie algebra

(under pth iterates) in the sense of Jacobson [10; 14] if the characteristic of

t? is a prime p. Since (ad P<t)p = 0 = ad(Pa'), we have P^ = 0 in this case; in the

case of characteristic zero, the fact that Ea is nilpotent follows by the classical

representation theory of semi-simple Lie algebras [2; 9; 23; 26]. Thus we can

apply Lemma 1 to conclude that P„(3-1)+1 = Pa = 0. Therefore all formulas of

§1 which involved the hypothesis P2 ("+1)=0 are valid for T = Ea whenever

p7^2, 3 (and, of course, all formulas are valid in the case of characteristic

zero). We therefore have, by (2), U exp(ad Pa) = (exp Pa)_1P(exp P„) for all

P£8, where exp Ea is unimodular. If -4EGs(93) is nonsingular, then the

mapping U—*A~1UA is an automorphism of 8, and we have A~1UA = U for

all PG8 if and only if A is scalar, by the fact that Cv7+8 = E(93). By taking

B to be a suitable scalar multiple of A, we have BESL($$), the unimodular
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group, and A~1UA=B~1UB for all ££8. Via this correspondence, we see

that the automorphism group 21 of 8 contains as a subgroup the projective

unimodular group £SL(23). All mappings exp(ad Ef) are in this subgroup;

hence we have 3£P-S£(23)eH.
If £' denotes the ordinary transpose of the matrix £, the mapping

U—+— £' is also an automorphism of 8. If n = 2, we have A~XUA = — U' lor

all £G8, where

and since S = 2l, the full automorphism group of 8 is P5L(23). If w>2, sup-

pose there is a nonsingular ylG@(23) such that A^UA = — U' for all £G8.

Then -E^A-'EisA = A-1EnEnA = A-1EnAA-1EnA =£21£32 = 0, which is

absurd. Hence the automorphism £—>— £' is not in P5L(23), therefore not

in 3, the index of 3 in 21 is 2, 3=PSL(23), and the full group 21 may be re-

garded as the product (not direct) of the group of order 2 generated by

U—* — £' by the invariant subgroup P 51.(23).

Still excluding the case p\n, let us now drop the assumption that g is

algebraically closed, and let S be its algebraic closure. Then 8s, the algebra

over $ obtained by extending the base field, is the set of ^-linear transforma-

tion of trace zero in S(23$). If cr is an automorphism of 8, then cr is defined on

a basis for 8j? whose corresponding structure constants are in 5, and deter-

mines a unique extension to an automorphism of 8«, again denoted by a. By

our previous results, we have either U" = A_1UA for all £ E 8« or U"

= —A~1U'A for all £G8», where A is some nonsingular element of (S(23«).

Thus for all £G8, we have either U'=A~1UAEZ or - U' = A~1U'A G8 for
some -4GQJ(23fl). It follows by a well-known result [25, p. 70] that either

there is a nonsingular £G@(23) such that U' = B~1UB for all £G8 or there

is a £G<5(23) such that U'= -B^U'B for all £G8, with the former being

the case if n = 2. Since 5/+8 = S(23) still holds, we see that the automor-

phism group 21 of 8 is isomorphic in the above fashion to the projective linear

group P£(23) if n = 2, and to the product of P£(23) by the group of order 2

generated by £—* — £' if «>2. The invariant automorphisms form a normal

subgroup of 21 contained in PSZ,(23) as before. Thus 3 = P5L(23) will follow

directly from the simplicity of P5£(23); however, we prefer in the following

paragraphs to apply the reasoning of Chevalley [3] and of Ree [19].

If §o is a second standard Cartan subalgebra of 8, then it follows by the

absence of isomorphisms among the distinct classical types [12; 14; 21 ] that

$o has the same dimension as does §, the diagonal subalgebra, and a funda-

mental system of roots of the same type. Hence by Theorem 9 of [18] there

is an automorphism of 8 mapping § onto §o; since — X'E& for all XE&,

there is an automorphism of the form £—*A~XUA of 8 mapping § onto £>0.

In this case, the simple group G' of Chevalley [3] is that generated by the
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exp(ad P«), where Pa runs through all root-vectors belonging to nonzero

roots a relative to a fixed standard Cartan subalgebra §0 of 8. (For the pas-

sage from complex Lie algebras to arbitrary fields, see also the papers of

Curtis [4; 5] and of Ree [19].) Let eu • ■ • , e„ be a basis for 93, § the diagonal

Cartan subalgebra of 8 relative to this basis, and let .4G@(93) have £>o

= .4-1^>.4 as before. Then §0 is the diagonal Cartan subalgebra relative to

the basis eiA, • • • , enA, and the Ea are the scalar multiples XPtJ of the matrix

units Etj relative to this basis. Thus exp(Pn) = exp(XP,-;) =7+XP,j, i>Aj. It is

well known that these transformations generate the full group 57(93) [7; 19].

Thus Chevalley's group G' contains all automorphisms of 8 of the form

U^rA'WA, AESL(%), i.e., G'2PS7(93)23. But evidently G'QS, so we
have G'=P57(93) = 3- The first of these equalities was demonstrated by

Ree [19].

Now let 8 be as in the case where % is of characteristic p with p\ re, and

first let 5 De algebraically closed. Then 8 is again a restricted Lie algebra,

under taking cosets of ordinary pth powers of matrices of trace zero [14].

Again we have (adP„)3 = 0, hence E%] = 0, where the bracket notation is

used to indicate the pth power in 8 defined above. If X is any representative

in the algebra W of matrices of trace zero of the coset Pa£8, we thus have

Xp=\I, XG5- Then X— Xp~'7 also represents Pa in 9U, and we have

(X-\*~1T)' = 0. Moreover, we have 57+9)c+2Jc2 = g(93), where 93 is an

re-dimensional vector space where '3ft acts, while from (ad PQ)3 = 0 in 8, we

find that (ad(X-\""1I)Y = 0, acting in Tt. By Lemma 1, we have (A-X""'7)7

= 0. Thus our equations of §1 involving the hypothesis T2~1(p+1) =0 can only

be applied to T = X—\"~1I it p^l3. We shall assume that this is the case

in the sequel. We replace X— X^-^ by the notation P*; thus P* is a repre-

sentative of the coset Pa with P*7 = 0. If PG8, and if U* is a representative

of U in 9Jc, then the mapping

U-><p(U* exp (ad p!)) = c>(exp (-E*a)U* exp (£*)),

where <f> is the canonical homomorphism of 21c onto 8, is an automorphism

of 8 which coincides with exp(ad P„), and exp(P*) is unimodular. If we have

U=<p(A-1U*A) for all PG8, we have P*=^-1P*^+X(P*)7for all U*EM,
or A~1U*A = U*-\(U*)I, where \(U*)E%. For P* = P,7, i*j, we have

(A-1EijA)2 = A~1E2ijA =0, while P,7-X(P,7)7 is nonsingular unless X(P<y) =0.

Thus A^EijA =Eij tor all *Vj. It follows that A is in the center of @(93),

i.e., A G57. Thus the group 3 of invariant automorphisms of 8 may be again

considered as a subgroup of P57(93) via the identification of exp (ad Pa) with

the coset of exp(P*) in 5P(93) by the subgroup of scalars in SP(93) as utilized

above. The mapping U—>— <6(P*') is likewise an automorphism of 8, and if

A~lU*A =X(P*)7- U*' for all U*EW, we must again have X(P,-y) =0 for all

i^j, A~1EijA = —Ej{. As before, this is impossible. Thus the automorphism
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group 21 properly contains P5L(23), which contains 3; since the index of 3 is

at most 2, we again have 3 = P5£(23), and 3 is of index 2 in 21.

If ft is not assumed to be algebraically closed, and if ft is its algebraic

closure as before, with 9)? the Lie algebra of n by n ^-matrices of trace zero,

then SDcjj is the Lie algebra of n by n ^-matrices of trace zero, and the map-

ping X+ftI^X + ftI(XEW of 8 into Wlg/ftl is readily seen to be an iso-

morphism of Lie algebras over ft. Since Wlg/ftl is a Lie algebra over ft, this

isomorphism may be uniquely extended to a ^-isomorphism of 8« into

IBlst/ftl; but now both algebras have the dimension n2 — 2 over ft; hence 8«

is isomorphic to Wg/ftl via the mapping sending an element ^2at()Xi+ftI)

with a.Gfi, XiEM, into E«.(^< + ^) = (E«.^)+$P We shall regard
8jj as identified with W.g/ftl through this mapping. We let </> be the canonical

homomorphism (over ft) of Mg onto 8a, d/ that (over ft) of 9K onto 8. If a is

an automorphism of 8, we also denote by a its unique extension to an auto-

morphism of 8ji, and we have either U"=<p(A~1U*A) or U'= —(f>(A^1U*'A)

for all £G8#, where A is nonsingular in the ring @(23«), and where £*G2)fcjf

is any element with d>(U*) = U. In particular, if U* is a matrix unit £,-,-,

i^j, and if U' = X + ftI, XEWl (since the coset of £,-j is in 8), we have in the

first case, <p(X) =d>(A-1EijA), or A-1EijA=X+\I, \Eft. Since (A^EijA)2
= 0, we have (X+\I)2 = 0. If X =(£„,) and if some ^u,^0 lor p^v, then the

entry in the pth row, ?th column of (X+\I)2 is 2X£„„-f- ̂f,,, £W£P,. = 0, and

XGg- If -^ is diagonal, then since —X is an eigenvalue of X, we have X+\I

= 0, and XGi?- Thus in either case A~1EijA G2U for all £v with i^j, hence

A~1fflA C^HJc. The same conclusion is valid when cr is of the second form, since

9JJ is closed under the taking of negative transposes. Therefore there is a

nonsingular £G@(23), the full g-matrix ring, such that A^XA =B~1XB lor

all XEWl, i.e., we have either £"=^(£-1£*£) or £"= -^(B"1 £*'£), where

£GS(23) and where £*G9fl with d/(U*) = U. Conversely, if B is an arbitrary

nonsingular g-matrix, each of the mappings £ -^>\p(B~1U*B) and

U-^-4'(B-1U*'B) is a well-defined automorphism of 8. If U=^(B'1U*B)

for all UE2, we have in particular B~1EijB=Eij+'KI, XGS, as before, and

X = 0 by the nilpotency of £„ for ij^j, so that B~1EijB=Eij for all i^j; thus

B is scalar. If U= -^(B^U^B) for all £G8, we have B^EfjB =X/-£yi for

all ir^j as above, and this is impossible as before. Thus the automorphism

group 21 of 8 is the product of the group generated by the negative-transpose

automorphism U—>—d/(U*') by the projective linear group £Z(23).

Since each £LPl = 0 in £, we have (£*)P = X£ \Eft, hence (£*-Xp~\T)p = 0

in SDcjf. However, since Ea is a root-vector in a standard Cartan decomposition

of 8jf, it follows by our results in the algebraically closed case that (£* —Xp /)'

= 0 in Tig. Now £* is an g-matrix; thus Xp_1 satisfies a polynomial equation

of degree 7 (and perhaps some equations of lower degree) over ft. But since

XGg, we know that either £p — X is irreducible in the polynomial ring ft[%],

therefore is the minimal polynomial of Xp    over ft, or else Xp   Eft- Since we
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have assumed p>7, the polynomial £"— X cannot be the minimal polynomial

for Xp~\ so that X^'Gij- Thus Xa = E*—\p~1IETt is a nilpotent representa-

tive of the coset Pa, and we see as before that

U exp (ad P„) = ^(exp i~Xa)U* exp iXa)),

where ypiU*)= PG8. The group of invariant automorphisms of 8 may thus

be thought of as a subgroup of P5P(93).

Since every automorphism of 21? maps its center onto itself, every auto-

morphism of 9Jc induces an automorphism of 8, hence is either of the form

X^>A~1XA or of the form X—> — A_1X'A; for example, if cr is an automor-

phism of Tt, and if X'+%I = A~1XA+%I for all XETt, we have A~xEijA
= Ey+\ijI for XijGc? when i^j, and for k-^i, j, we have P«= [P^P^]

= [A-'EaA -\ikI, A^EkjA -\kjl\ = [A-'EikA, A-lEtjA ] =A~1EijA, i.e.,

\n = 0. Thus X' — A~XXA for all XETt; the other case follows by analogy.

Conversely, every automorphism of 8 has been seen to be induced by an auto-

morphism of 21c, and the identity automorphism in either 8 or 21c occurs only

as the first type, and then only when A is scalar. If § is the "diagonal" Car-

tan subalgebra of 8 relative to the basis ci, • • • , e„ for 93, and if §o is a second

standard Cartan subalgebra, we may deduce as before that there is a non-

singular 4G@(93) such that ypiA~1H*A)E$o tor every 77*G2ft with ^(77*)

E&- Now !q is the image under yp of the diagonal subalgebra of Tt relative to

ei, ■ • ■ , e„, so that the preimage ^"'(^o) is the diagonal subalgebra of Tt

relative to eiA, • • ■ , enA. Thus the cosets ^(XP.-y), iVf, XGc?. where the PtJ-

are the matrix units relative to eiA, • • • , enA, form the totality of root-

vectors of 8 relative to §0. For all UE2,

V exp iadiiiXEij))) = ^((exp (\P,-,))-1P*(exp (XPt7))).

Chevalley's group G' is that generated by the exp(ad(XP„)), acting in Tt,

and is isomorphic to the quotient by its scalar matrices of the group gener-

ated by the exp(XPt7) =7+XP,j. We have observed before that the latter is

the unimodular group 57(93), so that the group G' is isomorphic to PS7(93)

in this case as well (see also Ree [19]).

We summarize our results on algebras of type A:

Theorem 1. If 8 is the Lie algebra of re by re matrices of trace zero over a

field % of characteristic 5*2, 3, whose characteristic does not divide n (w>l),

then every automorphism of 8 is of the form X —> A~XXA or of the form

X—^ — A~1X'A, A nonsingular over $. If re = 2, all automorphisms are of the

former type; if re>2, this is not the case, and the automorphism group is the

product of PL in) by the group of order two generated by X—+ — X'. The group of

invariant automorphisms is the group of all automorphisms X^>U~1XU, where

U is unimodular, and thus is isomorphic to the group PSL{n).

If g is of prime characteristic p > 11, if Tt is the Lie algebra of re by re
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ft-matrices of trace zero where p\n, and if 8 is the quotient of W by the scalar

matrices, then every automorphism of WI is of the form X—^A^XA or of the

form X^> — A~XX'A, A nonsingular over ft. Every automorphism of 8 is of

the form d/(X)^d/(A-1XA) or of the form dy(X)->-\P(A~1X'A), A as above,

where dj is the canonical homomorphism of SOr onto 8. The groups of auto-

morphisms of 8 and of 9JJ are both isomorphic in this fashion to the product of

PSL(n) by a group of order 2. The group of invariant automorphisms of 2 con-

sists of the mappings \j/(X)—j>d/(U~1XU), UESL(n), and is thus isomorphic to

PSL(n).

The group G' of Chevalley formed over ft from a complex Lie algebra of

type A n-i is the group of invariant automorphisms of the corresponding algebra

8 above, and is isomorphic to the projective unimodular group PSL(n, ft).

3. Algebras of type C. Let 23 be a 2n-dimensional vector space over a

field ft of characteristic not 2 or 3, and assume that 23 carries a nondegenerate

alternate bilinear form (x, y) over ft. Assume further that «> 1. Let 8 be the

Lie algebra of all elements £G@(23) satisfying (xT, y) + (x, yT)=0 for all

x, yG23. If ft is of prime characteristic p, then £PG8 if £G8; thus 8 is a re-

stricted Lie algebra under pth iterates. (This is a special case of the more

general fact that the algebra © of (6) is restricted, as is seen from (10) by

setting k=p.) By displaying a suitably chosen basis for 8 [12; 14; 20], one

can see that 8 is a Lie algebra of classical type C„, hence is (normal) simple

[18, Theorem 8]. Further observation of this basis shows that §(23) = 3£+8

+82. For each root-vector £„ relative to a standard Cartan subalgebra of 8,

we have (ad £„)3 = 0. It follows by Lemma 1 and by the nilpotency of Ea

(which is proved as in §2) that £^ = 0, hence that for characteristics p9^5, 7

we have X exp (ad Ef) = (exp(— Ea))X(exp Ef), where A=exp(Ef) satisfies

(xA, yA) = (x, y) for all x, yG23. The latter observations result from (1), (2)

and (7). Moreover, det .4 = 1. Since @(23) is generated by 8, we have A~lXA

= X lor all XE% if and only if A =X£ XG5- The linear transformations A ol

23 satisfying (xA, yA) = (x, y) for all x, yE23 constitute the symplectic group

Sp($$). Thus we see that the group 3 of invariant automorphisms of 8 is

isomorphically embedded in the projective symplectic group £S^>(23), i.e.

the quotient of £Sp(23) by the scalar matrices in it. Since each mapping

X—>A_1XA, AESp(%S), is an automorphism of 8, we see that the group

PSp(23) may in turn be regarded as a subgroup of the full automorphism

group 21 of 8.
If ft is algebraically closed, we have seen in (A) that 3 is the full auto-

morphism group 21. In the general case, let ft be the algebraic closure of ft.

Then 8jt is readily seen to be the Lie algebra of all linear transformations £

of 23« satisfying (xT, y)+(x, y£)=0 for all x, yG23«, where the alternate

bilinear form (x, y) on 23® is the unique ^-bilinear extension of the original

alternate form (x, y) on 23. If cr is an automorphism of 8, then cr admits a

unique extension to an automorphism, also denoted by cr, of 8«. Thus there
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is an SESpi^a:) such that X" = A~1XA lor all AG8a, by the earlier result

that 3=PSp(93a)=2I for 8S. In particular, X'=A~iXA for all AG8. It
follows by the result of [25] cited in §2 that there is a nonsingular PG@(93)

such that X' = B~1XB for all XG8, and thus we have X' = B-1XB for all

AG8fl, by the linearity over ® of the mapping X-^B~XXB, which coincides

with cr on a basis for 8#. Therefore P=X.4, XG$, and for x, yG93 we have

(xP, yB) = (/KxA, \yA) =\2(xA, yA) =X2(x, y), i.e., (xB, yB) = (x, y)p, where

0^/3G3S for all x, yG93. Conversely, if B is any linear transformation of 93

such that for some nonzero /3 in g, (xS, yB) = (x, y)fi for all x, yG93, then the

mapping X—+B~1XB is readily seen to be an automorphism of 8. The totality

of such mappings is a group @; thus the quotient &/$*! ol ® by the scalar

transformations in ® is mapped isomorphically onto the full automorphism

group 21 of 8.

Let § be the diagonal Cartan subalgebra of 8 displayed in matrix form

in [12; 14; 20] relative to a basis &,•••, ein for 93 such that (e,-, e,+B) = l

= — (ei+n, ef), ISiSn, all other (ey, ek) =0. If §o is a second standard Cartan

subalgebra of 8, it follows by the absence of isomorphisms with algebras of

different types [12; 14; 2l] and by the isomorphism theorem of [18] that

there is an automorphism <r of 8 such that §* = £>o. That is, there is a B in

@(93) with (xB, yB) = (x, y)$ for a fixed pVO in g, and for all x, yG93, and

such that B~x!qB = §0, or iQo is the set of diagonal matrices in 8 with respect

to the basis eiB, ■ • ■ , einB for 93. Now (eyP, ekB) = (ej, ek)P for 1 Sj, k S In.

The system of root-vectors in 8 relative to § consisting of those transforma-

tions of 93 whose matrices relative to d, • • • , e2n are the Piy — Py+B.,+B;

P,-,y+B+Py,l+B; Pi+B,y-r-Py+Bii; P,-.1+B; P,-+B,,-; 1 Si,jSn, i^j, (see [12; 14; 20])

is transformed into the system {Pa} of transformations whose matrices rela-

tive to eiP, • • ■ , e2nB constitute the same set of combinations of matrix

units as the above. Chevalley's group G' formed over g from a complex Lie

algebra of type CB is then the group of automorphisms of 8 generated by the

exp(ad(XPa)) for all XGg. where Pa runs through this set. To show that the

group 3 of invariant automorphisms is P5p(93), it will suffice to show that

G'=P5p(93), and this will follow if one knows that the corresponding trans-

formations exp(XPa) generate Sp(93). That is, we have a basis «i, • • • , u2n

for 93 such that (uit ui+n) =P= — (ui+n, u/), 0^/3GS, and such that (%, uf) =0

otherwise. Since each P2 = 0, the exponentials are simply 7+X(P<y —Py+B,,+B);

7+X(P<,y+B-r-Py,i+B); 7+X(P,+B,y+Py+nii); 7+XP,-,,-+B; 7+XP,-+B,,-. Here the

indices are as before and the Eik are the matrix-unit transformations relative

to the u^ The corresponding proof by Dickson [7] cited by Ree [19] can be

modified trivially to show that 5p(93) is generated by transformations of these

types. Thus the assertion G' = 3=P-Sp(93) follows. Again to summarize:

Theorem 2. If 8 is the Lie algebra of skew transformations of a vector space

93 of finite dimension >2 carrying a nondegenerate alternate bilinear form ix, y)

over afield g of characteristic 7*2, 3, 5, 7, then every automorphism of 8 is of the
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form X^>A_1XA, where A is a linear transformation of 23 satisfying (xA, yA)

= (x, y)afor all x, yG23 and for some fixed aj^O in ft. Thus the automorphism

group 21 of 8 is isomorphic to the quotient group of the group © of all such trans-

formations A of 23 by the group of nonzero scalar transformations. The group 3

of invariant automorphisms is the group of all automorphisms of the form

X—tU^XU, where (xU, yU) = (x, y) for all x, yG23, thus is isomorphic with

the projective symplectic group P5p(23). The group G' of Chevalley formed over

ft from a complex Lie algebra of type Cn coincides with 3, and is thereby iso-

morphic with PSp (23).

4. Algebras of type B. Yet 23 be a vector space of dimension 2w-fl (w= 1)

over a field ft of characteristic different from 2, and let (x, y) be a symmetric

nondegenerate bilinear form of maximal Witt index on 23; that is, 23 contains

an w-dimensional subspace U on which the form is identically zero. We fur-

ther assume that the discriminant A of the form is a square in ft if n is even,

and that —A is a square in ft if n is odd. Then it follows that a basis e\, • • • ,

e2n+i can be chosen for 23 over ft satisfying (ci, ef) = 1; (eit en+f) = 1 = (en+j, ej),

2^/' = n + l; all other («,-, ek)=0. Let 8 be the Lie algebra of all £G®(23)

satisfying (x£, y) + (x, yT) =0 for all x, yG23. Then examination of a suitably

chosen basis for 8 (about which more will be said later; see also [12; 14; 20])

reveals that 8 is a Lie algebra of classical type £B if the characteristic of ft

is not 2 or 3, hence is simple. Exactly as in §3, we conclude that the relevant

formulas of §1 involving exponentials are valid if the characteristic of ft is

not 2, 3, 5, 7. We assume this in the sequel.

For all XE%, we have X exp(ad Ef) = (exp £a)_1Z(exp Ef), and A = exp Ea

is unimodular and satisfies (xA, yA) = (x, y) for all x, yG23 by (7). Thus

every invariant automorphism is of the form X—■>A~1XA where A is in the

rotation group 0+(23); the only scalar transformation in 0+(23) is the identity,

so the group of invariant automorphisms may be regarded as a subgroup of

0+(23) (again <S(23) = ft I + 8 + 82). For each A E 0+(23), the mapping
X—>A~lXA is an automorphism of 8, so 0+(23) may be regarded as a sub-

group of the full automorphism group 21 of 8.

In the algebraically closed case, we have seen in (A) that 3 = 21; hence

we have 3 = 0+(23)=2I when ft is algebraically closed. If we now drop the

assumption that ft is algebraically closed and let ft he its algebraic closure,

we see as in previous cases that 8» is the Lie algebra of skew transformations

in 23p with respect to the ^-bilinear form determined by (x, y), and, by the

reasoning of §3, that every automorphism of 8 is of the form X—*A~lXA,

where A G@(23) has the property that for some a^0 in ft and for all x, yG23,

(xA, yA) = (x, y)a. If © denotes the group of all A of this form, then © con-

tains ft*I as before, and as in §3 the full automorphism group 21 of 8 is iso-

morphic to ®/ft*I via the obvious mapping of the latter group onto 21. It

remains to consider the group of invariant automorphisms of 8.

The transformations in 8 whose matrices relative to the basis «i, • • • , e2B+1
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of 93 are diagonal constitute a standard Cartan subalgebra ^>, and each root-

space relative to § is spanned by a transformation expressible in terms of

matrix units as: P,y — £,•+„,,•+„; Pj,y+B — Py,j+„; P,+B,y —Py+B,,-; Piy — Py+B,i;

Pyi — Pi,y+B; 2 Si, jSn + 1, i^j. If ^o is a second standard Cartan subalgebra,

then as before there is an automorphism of 8 mapping § onto §o. i.e., an

AE® with .4-1^p.4 =^>0. If eiA, • ■ • , e2n+iA is the transformed basis for 93,

then (ejA, ekA) = (gy, ek)a for all j, k and for some fixed nonzero «Gg. Each

root-space relative to §o is spanned by an Pj whose matrix relative to

dA, ■ ■ ■ , e2n+iA is one of those listed above. Thus we have a basis

Mi, • • • , u2n+i tor 93 such that (uu u/) =a=(Uj, un+j) = (un+i, uf), 2SjSn + 1,

all other (re,-, uf)=0; we consider the group of linear transformations of 93

generated by the exponentials of root-vectors relative to Qo, or by the trans-

formations whose matrices relative to this basis are of the forms

7 + X(Piy — Py+„,,-+„); 7 + X(P,-,y+B — Py,,-+B); 7 + X(P,+B,y — Py+B,j);

(15)    7 + \(EU - Ej+n,i) - 2-IX2Py+B,y; 7 + X(P;1 - Pi,y+B) - 2-1X2Py,y+B;

2 S i,j S n+ 1, i j* j.

This group is a subgroup of 3, which is in turn a subgroup of 0+(93). By utiliz-

ing the procedure of Theorem 3.20 of [l] and the spinorial norm mapping of

0+(93) into g*/(g*)2 found in Chapter 5 of [l] (since 93 contains isotropic

vectors) one sees that each of the above transformations is in the commutator

subgroup 0(93) of the full orthogonal group 0(93). Since $Qo is an arbitrary

standard Cartan subalgebra, it follows that 3£fi(93). It does not seem to be

an immediate consequence of the work of Dickson [7] and its utilization by

Ree [19] under somewhat different conditions that the transformations (15)

generate fl(93). This is in fact the case. If 93 has dimension greater than 3,

then we may post-multiply any TE0(93) by a sequence of transformations

of the types (15) to obtain a transformation U= T (modulo products of (15))

with u2U=u2, un+2U = un+2, hence mapping the subspace 11 spanned by

ui, u3, • • ■ , un+i, un+3, ■ ■ • , u2n+i into itself. (The method of choice of these

transformations from (15) is more or less explicitly indicated by the cor-

responding argument in §6.) If PGfi(93), so is U, and the spinorial norm of

the restriction of U to 11 is the same as that of U. Hence lf\ UG0(U). If we

make the inductive assumption that our assertion holds for U and observe

that the generators of the type (15) for Q(U) are the restrictions to ll of

generators (15) above which map u2 onto u2 and un+2 onto mb+2, we see that

U is in the group generated by the set (15). Our proof by induction will then

be completed if we carry out the proof for dim 93 = 3. Here if PGO+(93), the

kind of reduction initially carried out above shows that P= U (modulo prod-

ucts of (15)), where P = diag (1, X, X-1}. The spinorial norm of U is the

identity, i.e., PGfl(93), if and only if XGg*2. Thus if PGfi(93), we have
£/=diag {l, 52, 5~2}. But then
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£ = (/ + X,(£i2 - £3,) - 2~1\1£32) • (/ + X2(£2i - £13) - 2_1X2£23)
—12 —12

• (£ + Xs(£i2 — £31) — 2   \3£32) • (/ + X4(£2i — £13) — 2   X4£23),

where X1 = 25-1(S_1-1), X2=l, X3 = 2(5-1-l), X4= -S, so that £ is in the

group generated by the set (15). Thus the group generated by these trans-

formations is fl(23) in all cases and we have 3 = 0(23). To summarize:

Theorem 3. If 8 is the Lie algebra of skew transformations of a vector space

23 of odd dimension 2n +1 = 3, carrying a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form

of maximal index and satisfying the discriminant condition ( —1)"AG32, over

a field ft of characteristic 7^2, 3, 5, 7, then every automorphism of 8 is of the

form X-^A~1XA, where A is a linear transformation of 23 satisfying (xA, yA)

= (x, y)afor all x, yG23 and for some a^O in ft. The automorphism group 21

of 8 is isomorphic to the quotient group of the group © of all such similitudes A

by the nonzero scalar transformations. The group 3 of invariant automorphisms

is the group of all automorphisms X—> U_1X U, where U is in the commutator

subgroup 12(23) of the orthogonal group 0(23); thus 3 is isomorphic with 0(23).

The group G' of Chevalley formed over ft from a complex Lie algebra of type Bn is

the full group 3.

5. Algebras of type £. Let 23 be a vector space of dimension 2n (n^3)

over a field ft ol characteristic 9^2, and let (x, y) be a symmetric nondegener-

ate bilinear form of maximal Witt index on 23. Then a basis et, • • • , e2n for

23 over ft can be chosen with («,-, ei+ri) = 1 = (ei+n, ei), 1 = i = n, (ej, ef) = 0 other-

wise. Let 8 be the Lie algebra of all £G§(23) satisfying (x£, y)+(x, yT) =0

for all x, yG23. As before, the basis for 8 displayed in [12; 14; 20] shows that
8 is a simple Lie algebra of classical type £B if the characteristic of ft is not

2 or 3 (for n = 3, there is no distinction between type £3 and type Af), that

(S(23)=g/+8+82, and, as in §§3, 4, that ££ = 0 for all root-vectors Ea rela-

tive to standard Cartan subalgebras. Thus we assume further that the char-

acteristic of ft is not 2, 3, 5, 7.
As in type B, every invariant automorphism of 8 is of the form X^>A~XXA,

where A is in the rotation group 0+(23). Each A in 0+(23) induces an auto-

morphism of 8 by the above mapping, and the identity is induced if and only

if A is scalar, i.e., A = +1. Thus we may regard the group 3 of invariant

automorphisms as a subgroup of the projective rotation group PO+(23).

Next let £ be the element of £(23) whose matrix relative to the basis

{ei} isI — En.n — Ein ,in — E„ ,2b — £2b ,„. Then it is readily checked that (et U, ej U)

= («,-, ef) for all i,j, so that £GO(23), the orthogonal group; moreover, £

has determinant —1, so is not in 0+(23). The mapping X-+U~XXU is an

automorphism of 8 of period two. If U~1XU = A~1XA for all XE%, where

A GO+(23), then we have U=\A, where \Eft, and so X/GO(23), with det(X/)
= -1. But since X/GO(23), X = ± 1, and det(X£j = 1, a contradiction. Hence

the mapping cr: X->U~XXU is not in 3, and 3 is not the full automorphism

group 21.
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Suppose now that re = 4; the basis for 8 referred to above contains a basis

for the Cartan subalgebra ^> consisting of elements whose matrices relative

to the basis ei, • • ■ , es are diagonal, and contains a system of root-vectors

relative to § consisting of elements whose matrices relative to this basis are

P,-y-Py+v+4, iy*j; EiJ+i — Ej,i+i, i<j; Pi+4,y-Py+4,.-, i<j\ lShjSl. If we

set P0l = p2i—p66, Ea2 = Ei2 — P67, Pa, = p43 —P78, Eai = Eu — Egs, then «i, a2,

a3, ou form a fundamental system of roots of type Di relative to § with the

Cartan integers .4,2 = ^2,= — 1, i=l, 3, 4; Ajj = 2, 1SJSA; Aik = 0 it i?*k, i

and k among 1, 3, 4. Thus by Theorem 9 of [18] and Lemma 6 of (A),

there is a unique automorphism <j> of 8 mapping Pa, onto Paa, P«, onto P„,,

Pa4 onto Pai, Pa2 onto Pa2,  and & onto &, and <j> is of period 3. If we set

P-a, =Pl2—P68,  P-a2=p23_ P76,  P_a3 = P34 ~ p87,   P-a4 = p47 ~ P38,    then  each

[p_aiPajG£>, and a,-([£_ai£ai])=2, lSiS1!. By the proof of Lemma 6 of

(A), <j> sends P_a, onto P-a3, P-a3 onto P_a<, P_a4 onto P-a,, P-a2 onto P_a2.

Now we can give an explicit expression for <j> by using the fact that the Eai and

P_a; generate 8. The general element of 8 has a matrix of the form

/   (0       iv)   \

\ (f)   -{&')'

where (£), (77), (f) are 4 by 4 g-matrices and where (r;)' = —iv), (f)'= ~(D-

The result is then that 0 sends this element into

/   fr)        to   \
V  (p)    -GO'/'

where

2~H£ll 4" £22 + &3 + £44) "" 134 124 — 114

.    .   _ ?34 2_1(£u + {22 —  £33  —  iii)      |23 — £l3

— ?24 &2 2-1(£n  — £22 + £33  —  £44)      £12

., ,, fl4 — |31 £21     2_1( —£n -f- £22 + £33 — £44)

(16)
0     7Jl2   »?13   ^23 1 0     f 12   £ 13   £23

.        —»7l2   0   — £14 —£24 — f 12   0     £41    4*42
W = ,       (p) =

— >?13 £l4 0       —£34 —fl3   —?41 0 £43

— >?23 ij24 £34 0     J (   — £23   — ?42   —£43 0

If there were a nonsingular transformation A of 93 such that X* = A~1XA

for all XE%, then we should have AX^ = XA for all XE%. If (a) is the matrix

of A relative to the basis ei, ■ • • , es above, we have in particular A (P43 — P78)

= (P2i—P66)^4, .4(p74 — P83) = (P43 — P78M. The first of these equations im-

plies a,7 = 0, in*2, 5; the second implies a,-7 = 0, i =^4, 7. Hence all a,7 = 0, and

A cannot be nonsingular.

Note. A more conceptual demonstration of such an "outer" automor-

phism could be given using the principle of (local) triality [8; 16]. This prin-
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ciple will be invoked in dealing with the exceptional algebras, but we prefer

to avoid it here.

Since dy is of period 3, dy2=d>~1 is not of the form X—>A_1XA. With cr as

previously introduced, the effect of cr when « = 4 is to send

OL_»A into £W__m_\
V  (f)     -(DV V  o>)     -00'/

where

{ll £l2 £l3   — >7l4 ] 0 1Jl2 r,iz   — |l4

. £21 £22 £23   —)?24 — »/12 0 1723   — £24

W =    t        t        t . (") = n        t      '
?31 532 S33   — J734 — ??13   —5723 U       ~~ ?34

. f 14 f24 i"34   —?44 J I £l4 £24 £34 0

(17)
0 fl2        fl3 £41

_ fl2 0 f23 ?42

— fl3   —i"23 0 £43

. — £41 — £42 —£43     0

From (16) and (17) one readily sees that adyo=d>2, so that cr and d> generate a

group isomorphic to the symmetric group S3, with elements t, er, <p, dy2, ady, ady2.

The cosets of these automorphisms by the invariant automorphisms are dis-

tinct; to see this, since they form a group, it is enough to show that i is the

only invariant automorphism among them. We have already seen that cr, dy, d>2

are not invariant automorphisms; if ady or ady2 were an invariant automor-

phism \p, then we should have either <p=cnp or dy2 = oif/, an automorphism of

the form X^rA~xXA. But this has been seen above to be impossible. Thus the

index of the group of invariant automorphisms in the full automorphism

group is at least 2 if n^i and at least 6 if n = 4.

In the algebraically closed case, we have seen in (A) that the index of

3 in 21 is at most 2 if «^4 and at most 6 if ra^4. Hence these values are

exact. In every case, the automorphism group 21 contains the quotient

£0(23) of the full orthogonal group by the scalars, which, by virtue of the

existence of cr, contains properly the group PO+(23), and this in turn contains

3. Since [2I:3]=2 if «^4, we have 2l = PO(23), 3=PO+(23) if n^i. ll
w = 4, the cosets of i, dy, dy2 by PO(23) are distinct, so that [21: PO(23)] ^3,

[£0(23):£0+(23)] = 2, and [2I:3] = 6. It follows that [21: PO(23)] =3 and
that 3 = PO+(23); 21 is the product of PO(23) by the group of order 3 gener-

ated by dy.

Now suppose that ft is not algebraically closed, and let ft be its algebraic

closure. The unique extensions of dy and a to automorphisms of 8« will again

be denoted by dy and cr, and in case w = 4, again generate a group of six auto-
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morphisms of 8«, none of which, other than the identity, is an invariant auto-

morphism of 8jf. These extensions are defined by (16) and (17), where the

entries in the matrices now lie in $. If r is an automorphism of 8, then r

admits a unique extension to an automorphism of 8«, which is thus of one of

the forms XT=A~lXA, Xr=A~1X*A, X^A^X^A, where AE0(SSa) with

respect to the extension to 93« of the form on 93, and where the last two types

occur if and only if re = 4. If xG8, then A*G8 and X**G8 if re = 4; it follows

by the result from [25] cited in previous cases that r(in 8) is of one of the

forms XT = B~lXB, X' = B~XX*B, X^B^X^B, where PGS(93), the last

two types occurring only when re = 4. As before, we see that BE®, the group

of linear transformations P of 93 satisfying (xP, yB) = ix, y)j3 for all x, yG93,

where 0^/3Gg. Also as before, if «?^4 the group of automorphisms 21 of 8

is isomorphic with ®/g*7; if re =4, 21 is the product of @/g*7 by the group

of order 3 generated by <p.

If §o is any standard Cartan subalgebra of 8, and if § is the standard

Cartan subalgebra consisting of those transformations whose matrices rela-

tive to the basis ft, • • • , e2n are diagonal, then it follows as in previous sec-

tions that there is an automorphism r of 8 such that §T = §0. Since <j> maps £>

onto ^>, it follows that in every case there is a linear transformation B of 93

such that (xP, yB) = ix, y)fi for some fixed nonzero |3Gg and for all x, yE93,

and such that B~XS$B = §0- Thus §0 consists of the transformations of 93

whose matrices relative to eiB, • • ■ , e2BP are diagonal and which lie in 8,

where (e,-P, eyP) = (e„ ef)P for all i, j. A basic set of root-vectors P« relative

to §0 consists of the £,/—£/+„.,•+„, *Vj; P,-,y+B-Py,,-+B, i<j; £<+„,/—£/+„,,•,

i<j; 1 Si, jSn, where the Ekm are the matrix-unit transformations relative

to the basis exB, • ■ ■ , e2nB tor 93. The group G' of Chevalley formed over g

from a complex Lie algebra of type Dn (re ̂ 3) coincides with the group gener-

ated by all exp(ad Ea), where Pa runs through all root-vectors relative to a

fixed Cartan subalgebra of 8, which we may assume to be the §o above. Now

G'C3, and the generators for G' are the transformations

X -> (exp Pa)-1Z(exp P„),

where exp Pa runs through the transformations of 93 whose matrices relative

to exB, • • • , e2nB are of the forms

.     . 7 + X(P,y — Py+B,,-+„); 7 + X(P,,y+B — Py,,+B);

7 + X(P,+B,y - E]+n.i);        1 S i, j S «, * ^ j; X G g.

By computation of spinorial norms [l ] one sees that all of these transforma-

tions are in the commutator subgroup 12(93) of 0(93), and this property is

independent of the choice of the standard Cartan subalgebra §o- Thus

G'C3CPf2(93), the quotient of 12(93) by the scalar transformations in it.

As in §4, it may be well to supplement [7] and [19] by sketching a proof

that the transformations (18) generate 12(93). We do so for all re ̂ 2. For w>2,
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a procedure analogous to that indicated in §4 enables us to reduce the prob-

lem of expressing an arbitrary element of 12(23) in terms of the generators (18)

to the case where 23 is (2n — 2)-dimensional of the same type; thus it is

enough to treat the case n = 2. Here if £GO(23), post-multiplication by

suitably chosen elements of the type (18) reduces T to £ = diag {1, a, 1, a-1}

or to £ = £ii+a£24+£33+o;_1£42. If £GO+(23), the latter is impossible, and

if £GO(23), we have £GO(23), a = 82 from the spinorial norm mapping, and

£ = diag {1, S2, 1, 5-2}.Then

U = (I + (En - £„))(/ + (En - £43))(/ + (8 - l)(Eu - £32))

• (/ + 5-'(l - 5)(£2i - £34)) (/ + (~8)(En - £43))(/ - S-'(£i3 - £23))

• (/ + S~2(8 - l)(En - £34)) (/ + 5(5 - 1)(£32 - £41))

This completes the proof that 0(23) is generated by the transformations

(18), and with it the result G'= 3 =£0(23). We have thus proved

Theroem 4. Let 23 be a 2n-dimensional vector space (n = 3) over a field ft

of characteristic different from 2,3,5,7, equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric

bilinear form (x, y) of maximal index. Let 8 be the Lie algebra of all linear trans-

formations of 23 which are skew with respect to (x, y). Let ® be the group of all

linear transformations A of 23 satisfying (xA, yA) = (x, y)afor all x, yG 23 and

for some a9^0 in ft, and in case w = 4, let d> be the automorphism of 8 given by

(16). Then if ny^A-, every automorphism 0/8 is of the form X—>A~1XA, .4G®,

and the automorphism group 21 of 8 is isomorphic in this way to &/ft*I. If

k = 4, every automorphism is of one and only one of the forms X—*A_1XA,

X—tA^X+A, X—^A^X^A, so that &/ft*I is a subgroup of index 3 in 21, and
21 is the product of &/ft*I by the subgroup of order 3 generated by dy. The group

3 of invariant automorphisms is the group of all automorphisms X—* U~1X U,

where U is in the commutator subgroup 0(23) of the orthogonal group 0(23);

thus 3 is isomorphic with £0(23) in all cases. The group G' of Chevalley formed

over ft from a complex Lie algebra of type £„ is the full group 3. and is isomor-

phic to £0(23).

6. Algebras of type G. Let ft be a field of characteristic 7*2, 23 = 233(50 the
vector space of triples of elements of ft endowed with the usual scalar and

vector products:

(ai, cti, a3)   ■   (Bi, 81, 83) = ctiffi + cti8i + ctiBh and

(cl\, ai, af) A (81, 81, Bi) = iai8$ — arfi, «3/3i — c*ijS3, aiBi — a^f).

Then if £G@(23), one readily checks that

(19) (xAy)-zr-l- (yAz)-x£+(zAx)-yr= Sp(r)(xAy)-z

for all x, y, zG23, where Sp(T) is the trace of T. If £' denotes the transpose

of £ with respect to the scalar product x-y, it follows from (19) and the

identity (xAy)-z= (yAz)-x that
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(20) (*Ay)7"-2+ (xPAy)-z+ (xAy7)-z = SP(7)(xAy)-z

for all x, y, 0G93. Since the scalar product is nondegenerate, we have for all

x, yG93,

(21) (x A y)T + ixT A y) + (x A yT) = Sp(P)(x A y).

The split Cayley algebra S over g may be defined as the 8-dimensional

space of all matrices of the form

a, (3Gg; a, 6G93; with the bilinear multiplication defined by

(a   a\/y    c\      I      ay + a-d ac + oa — b/\d\

b    p)\d 8 )~\yb + pd+ a Ac P8 + b-c       )'

The matrix

'-C D
is evidently a unity element for this algebra. The algebra may be shown to

be alternative and simple [27]— it is isomorphic to Zorn's algebra under

CK"3
—and if for

(a   a\

we set

then A^>A is an involution in £ over g and .4^4 = .4.4 = (a/3 — a-b)I. We set

(.4, A) =a/3 — a-b. This form iA, A) is then a quadratic form admitting com-

position, i.e., iAB, AB) = iA, A)iB, B) ior all A, BE®. The symmetric bi-

linear form resulting from polarization is iA, B), defined by AB+BA

= 2(^4, B)I= AB + BA. One verifies easily that this form is nondegenerate.

Now E has zero-divisors, e.g.,

\0   0/

for all aG93; it is known that there is only one nonassociative algebra with

unity over g carrying a nonsingular quadratic form admitting composition
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and having zero-divisors [15]. Thus we have an abstract characterization of

E; another may be given as a simple non-associative alternative algebra with

zero-divisors [27]. The specific form used here will be advantageous in cal-

culations with the derivation algebra, as well as in that it gives us a starting

point independent of the other literature in this area.

Now let 8 be the Lie algebra of all derivations of £ over ft; 8 is a restricted

Lie algebra under pth iterates if ft is of prime characteristic p. If £G8, it

follows as usual that ID = 0. Next let

c >-(;;>
Then from

(1      0\2

we have

V0 -l/\b   8/     \b   8/\0 -1/        \0 -8/

Thus

C->-C, »')• °'ss-
If 0^oG23, then

so that if

c :m::>
we find

/0   0\/8    b\      /8    b\/0   0\      /     a-b 0 \

~\a   o)\c   y)     \c    y)\a   0/     \(8 + y)a    a-b)'

so that

\a    0/      ~ V   -Br

where a ■ b = 0. From
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/o  owi    owo  ox

\a    0/\0 -1/      \a    0/'

we obtain

/p    b\_(0   OWO    oA       //3      dA/1      0\_//3   -6-aAa2\

\c -p)~ \a   0/\a2 0/      \c  -0/\O -1/      \c       <3 + a-«i   A

from which j8= — 2_1a-ai, 6= — 2~1aAtt2 = 2_1a2Aa. Thus

/0    0\ 1 /-a-ai     a2 A <A
( )d = —{ )>        7G(S(93).
\a    0/ 2 \   aT a-ax )

Similarly,

/0    a\ 1 f-a-ai      aU \
( )P = —( ),        PG@(93).
\0   0/ 2 \«, A a    a-aj

For a, 6G93,

cxd=Co6:)4»4c>C-:)}
and applying P yields

1 /0    a\/-bai    a2Ab\      /-a-a2    aU WO   0\       1 /0    «A

2 \0   0/\   67        6-ai /      \aa A a   aa2/\6    0/2 \c*2   0/'

From comparing entries in the (1, Imposition, we see that abT+aU-b = 0,

or U=-T'.
Finally let a, &G9? with aAbj^O. Then we have

/0   OV /O   0\ _ /O    a A i\

\»    0/\a   0/     \0       0    /'

so that applying P gives

i_/-(aAb)-a,    -iaAb)T'\

2 XaiAiaAb)     iaAb)-a2)

1/0    OW-o-ai    a2 A <A      /-bai    a2 A tA/0    0\

2 \6    oA   a7 o-«! /      V    67       6-ai Ao   0/

1/        (o2A6)-a -d>Aa7-67Aa\

2 \ — ia-a/)b + ib-a/)a -}-(j|A«)      /

Comparing entries in the (1, 2)-position gives iaAb)T' +aTAb+aAbT = 0;

but by (21), this is simply Sp(P)(aA&), and aAb^O; thus Sp(P)=0, and
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£G@'(23), the space of linear transformations of 23 of trace zero. From the

above and the decomposition

(a   a\      a + B/1    0\      a- 8/1      0\      /0    a\      /0    0\

it /.)"—(o  .) + —(o-i) + (o oK  o>
we have

/a    a\ 1  / -a-a2-b-ai (a-B)ai+(a2/\b)-aT'\

\b    8/ 2 \(a-8)ai+(ai/\a) + bT a-a2+b-ai )

where Oi, o2 are fixed in 23, and where £G@'(23). By the computations above,

D uniquely determines ai, o2, and T, and the mapping D—f(ai, a2, £) is linear

from 8 into the direct sum 23ffi23ffi@'(23). This direct sum is a 14-dimensional

vector space over ft, and the mapping is evidently one-one since ai, a2, £

determine £ uniquely by (22). We now show that the mapping is onto, hence

that 8 is 14-dimensional. Therefore let ai, a2G23, £G@'(23), and define a

linear transformation £ of S by (22). By use of the following identities, one

readily verifies that £ is a derivation of 6:

aT Ab + a AbT = - (a Ab)T';      a A b = - b A a;      a-b = b-a;

(a A b)-c = (b A c)-a;        (a A b) A c = (a-c)b — (b-c)a.

From the effect of £ on

(1     0\ (0   0\
I ]    and on   ( ),
\0 -1/ \a   0/

it is clear that the image of D under the mapping of 8 into 23©23©(5'(23) is

(di, o2, £); thus our mapping is onto, and we use it to identify 8 with 23 ffi 23

ffi@'(23).
If £ = (ai, o2, T) and E = (bu bi,  U) are in 8, then  [££]G8, so that

[££] = (ci, d, V) for some d, c2G23, FG<5'(23). From computing

(l        °\l L( ° -oi£7' + iir + 2(6,Aa*)\

VO    -1/ T\a2£ - b2T + 2(bi A af) 0 /'

we have

a = bi A a2 - 2~1aiU' + 2"16lr,

( a = bi A oi + 2~1a2£ - 2~1biT.

If we let xG23 and compute the (2,l)-entry in

c >±
we find
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(24) xF= 2-\bi Aia2 Ax) + 2)x-bi)a2- ai AibtAx) - 2ix-ai)b2 + x[TU]).

Now let ei = (l, 0, 0), e2=(0, 1, 0), e3 = (0, 0, 1) be the standard basis for

93, and let P,y, 1 Si, JS3, be that element of (5(93) which sends e< into ey

and ek into 0 if k9*i. Then 8 has as basis the elements (e,-, 0, 0); (0, eit 0);

(0, 0, Eif), lSi,jS3, i*y, and 77, = Pi,-Pi+,,l+,, i=l, 2. Then E'(J = Eji.
iv*j, and 77/ =77,-.

From (23) and (24), we see that if/, = 2(0, 0, 77,), i=l, 2, then [fif2]
= 2(0, 0, [771,772]) =0. Let § be the two-dimensional commutative sub-

algebra of 8 spanned by/i and/2. For J9*k, we have

[Pyjfc77,-j = (5*,- — t5*,,+i — &a + ^y,«+i)Pyt-

Set eai=(0, 0, E2f), e_a, = (0, 0, Pi2). If we define a linear function «i on §

by ai(/i)=2, aiif2) = -l, we see from (23) and (24) that [^/i]=/3(/l)e3,

j8=±ai, or [efih]=Pih)e$ for all hE$. Next let a2E§* with a2(/i)=-l,

«2(/2)=0, and set ea2 = ieu 0, 0), e_a2 = (0, eu 0), eai+a2 = ie2, 0, 0), e^a^a,

= (0, e2, 0), eai+2a, = i0, e3, 0), e_ai-2a2 = ie3, 0, 0), e„1+3a2=(0, 0, Pi3), e_01-3a2

= (0, 0, P3i), e2«1+3a,= (0, 0, P23), e_2a1-3a2 = (0, 0, P32). Together with the/,-,

these ep form a basis for 8 and for each p we have [eph] = Pih)e$ for all hE&.

It x=Xi/i+X2/2+ 2/9 ^0e0 is an arbitrary element of 8, where the sum-

mation runs over all twelve PE&* as enumerated above, and if [xft]G§

for all hE&, we have 2~L» \$ih)e$ = 0 for all hE& and therefore Xpfiih) =0

for all P and for all hE&- Since each )3^0, each X,s = 0, i.e., xG£>. Hence

§ is its own normalizer in 8, so is a commutative Cartan subalgebra of

8. The Lie algebra 8 is a direct sum of § and of the one-dimensional root-

spaces 8fl = ge0, and the twelve linear functions P are readily seen to be

distinct if the characteristic of g is not 2 or 3; this is assumed in what

follows. The roots clearly span §*; in fact, «i and a2 do so. Thus if

[x2] =0 for some xG8, we have [x§] = 0, hence xG§ by the above. We also

have [e/sx]=/3(x)e/s = 0 for all P, therefore x = 0 by the fact that the roots

span §*; thus we have proved that the center of 8 is zero. We have seen

above that [8/j§ ] = 8p for all P; since § is spanned by /i = [e_aieai ] and

ft= [e2a1+3a,e-2a1-sa,]l we see that [88] =8.

All the axioms of [18] for a Lie algebra of classical type with Cartan sub-

algebra § and roots P have now been established, except for (iv) and (v).

It is enough to show each [8-^8/j]^0 to establish (iv), since each 80 is one-

dimensional. For P= +ai, ±(ai-r-3a2), +(2ai+3a2), this result follows from

[Pi2P2i]=77i, [Pi3P3i]=771+772, [p23P32]=772, respectively, and from the

formula (24). For P= ±a2, we have [(d, 0, 0), (0, eu 0)] = (0, 0, V) by (23),

where by (24), xF= — eiA(dAx) — 2(x-«?i)ei for all xG93; in particular, e,F

= —2<?i^0, so that Vj*0 and [8-(j8/j]^0. A similar argument may be applied

to ±iai+a2) and ±(ai+2a2), and (iv) follows.

By observation of the list of roots, one sees that there are no two roots

a and /?, with 0 included as an admissible value for a only, such that all
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a+kfi are roots (0 admitted) for all natural numbers k. It follows that axiom

(v) of [18] is satisfied. One also checks readily that ai— a2 is not a root, that

is, that cti and a2 are a simple system of roots of type G2 in the sense of [18].

By Theorem 8 of [18], 8 is a (normal) simple Lie algebra. The system oti, a2

is a fundamental system of roots, the unique minimal root being — 2ai — 3a2.

It follows that 8 is the exceptional simple Lie algebra of type G2.

From the formula (22), we see that 8 maps (S into the subspace &' of

vector-matrices of trace zero. Let

/0   ei\ /0    0\

Vi+l = (o oh   Vi+i = \ei oh        1-i-3-

Then Vi, ■ ■ ■ , v7 are a basis for (£', and the matrices relative to this basis of

the restrictions to 6' of our basis of 8 are scalar multiples of the following:

(d, 0, 0): 2En + E37 - £46 - £«; (0, 0, £12): £32 - E„;

(et, 0, 0): 2£13 - E21 + Eu - En', (0, 0, £13): £42 - E67;

(et, 0, 0): 2EU + E2t - £36 - £71; (0, 0, £23): £43 - Ei7;

(25) (0, eu 0): 2En - En + £64 - £73; (0, 0, £21): £23 - £66;

(0, e2, 0): 2£16 - £31 - £54 + £72; (0, 0, £31): £24 - £75;

(0, e,, 0): 2En - £41 + £63 - £62; (0, 0, £32): £34 - £76;

(0, 0, Bi): Ea - £33 - £66 + EM;    (0, 0, Hi): £33 - E4i - Eee + E„.

Noting that these are linearly independent, we see that 8 may be identified

with its restriction to (S'. In this sense, one finds by computing products of

the above that <g((£') =8+82+83 (while g(S')^3P+8+82). For easier refer-

ence, we number this observation:

(26) (g(g') = 8 + 82 + 83 = 83.

We also have (ad £a)4 = 0 for all root-vectors Ea relative to standard Cartan

subalgebras. It follows by Lemma 1 that £i° = 0 for all such Ea. Thus all re-

sults of §1 except for (7) are valid when the characteristic of ft is different

from 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17. Since ID =0 for all £G8, we have £^ = 0 on all of
S. Hence by (5) and (2), exp £„ is an automorphism of S, and the group 3 of

invariant automorphisms of 8 is a subgroup of the group of automorphisms of

8 of the form X^>A~1XA, where A is an automorphism of S; every such

mapping is an automorphism of 8.

If.4isanautomorphismofe,then£4 = (IA)I=(IA)(IA~1A) = (I (IA-1)) A
= (IA'1)A =1; thus A is the identity on ftl. We note also that if xGS, then

x2 —(x+x)x +xx = 0, and that x+x and xx are in ftl. Hence, operating on
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this equation with A and comparing the corresponding equation for x^4 gives(2)

(x^4)2— (x+x)x^4+xx = 0 = (x^4)2 — (x^4+(x^4)_)x^4+(x^4)_Xv4. In particular

if xGS', i.e., if x + x = 0, we obtain from canceling (x^4)2 that (xA + (xA)~)xA

= ((xA)~)(xA) — xxEftI, with xA+(xA)~EftI- Then xAEftl unless x^4
+ (x^4)_ = 0, and since A-1 maps ftl onto itself, we have xEftl unless

x.4+(x.4)- = 0; since x+x = 0 it follows from xEftl that x = 0 and xA + (xA)~

= 0 in this case as well. Thus x^4 +(xA)~ = 0 for all xGS', i.e., A maps S' into

S'. Since xA+xA =(x + x)^4 =0, we have xA = (xA)~ for all xGS'; this equa-

tion is evident for x = 7, so by linearity xA =(xA)~ lor all xGS. Now let A

and B be automorphisms of 6, and let A~lXA =B~1XB for all ZG8. Then

A and £ map £' into £', and AB*1 is in the center of (§((£'). by (26). Therefore

B =\A on &', X G ft- In particular, \v2A = ViB = (vivf)B = (vtB)(viB)

=\2(viA)(v2A) =\2(viV2)A =\2ViA, and since X^Owe have X = l, B=A. Thus

the homomorphism of the group 2l(S) of automorphisms of £ into the group

of automorphisms 21 of 8 sending ^4G2I(S) into the mapping X—^A^XA is

an isomorphism of 2l((S) into 21.

In case the base field ft is algebraically closed, we know that 3 = 21, hence

that the inclusions 3^=21(6)C2I are in fact equalities. Now suppose that ft

is not algebraically closed, and let ft be its algebraic closure. Then Sjt is the

algebra defined over ft in exactly the same way as S is defined over ft, and

8« is a 14-dimensional subalgebra of the Lie algebra of derivations of Sjt,

hence is the full derivation algebra of (Eg. If <r is an automorphism of 8,

denote also by cr its unique extension to an automorphism of 2g. Then there

is an automorphism A ol £« such that X'=A~1XA for all XE%g, and so by

[25 ] there is a nonsingular linear transformation B of 6 such that X" = B_1XB

for all XE2. Now we have (IB) (B~lXB) = IXB = OB = 0 for all XE%- Since
the B_1XB, restricted to S', constitute the restriction of L to E', and so gen-

erate (§(<£'), IB cannot have any component in &' in the direct decomposition

C = ftl®($.'. Thus IB=BI, BEft. If yG<S', then by the fact that the restric-
tion of 8 to &' generates S(E') in the strong sense indicated by (26), we can

write y=Jf]xiB~1Xi, x.GS, -X\G8. Then yB=J^xiB-1XiB=J^xiXi has
trace zero, i.e., is in &', since 8 maps £ into S': E'BCg'. Thus, restricting our

attention to (§.'g = (S')fl. we have B =\A, \Eft, by the fact that 8jj generates

<&(©«). But we have (viB)(v2B) =\2(viA)(viA) =\2(viVi)A =XV4 =X»2£^0.

Since (viB)(v2B) and v2B are in S, XGi?- Then A =\~1B on E'. If we define a

nonsingular transformation C of © by IC—I, xC = X_1x£ if xGS', then C

coincides with A on &, hence is an automorphism of E, and X" = C~1XC for

all XG8. Thus we see that the full automorphism group 21 of 8 is again iso-

morphic to 2I(©).

If f£>o is any standard Cartan subalgebra of 8, we see as before that^o

is spanned by the two transformations whose matrices are £22_£33-£66+£e6

(2) For convenience in printing, we write (xA)~ for the image of xA under the involution

x-*i.
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and P33 — P44 — P66+P77 relative to a basis ViA, ■ • ■ , v-iA for £', where A is

an automorphism of S. A basic set of root-vectors relative to ^)0 consists of

twelve derivations of £ whose matrices relative to this new basis for S' are

the twelve corresponding to the root-vectors in (25). Chevalley's group G'

formed from a complex Lie algebra of type G2 may be identified with the sub-

group of 21 (S) generated by the transformations of & whose matrices relative

to one such basis for S are the exponentials of all scalar multiples of this set

of matrices, namely:

(10 7 + X(2P12 + P37 - P46 - EH) - X2P62; (7') 7 + X(P32 - P66);

(2') 7 + X(2P13 - P27 + P45 - £.1) - x2P63; (8') 7 + X(P42 - PB7);

(3') 7 + X(2P14 + P26 - P36 - P71) - X2P74; (9') 7 + X(P43 - Ea);

(4') 7 + X(2P15 - P21 + P64 - P73) - X2P26; (10') 7 + X(P23 - P65);

(5') I + x(2P16 - p3i - P64 + P72) - x2P36; (110 7 + x(P24 - P78);

(6') 7 + X(2P17 - P4i + P63 - P62) - X2P47;        (12') 7 + X(P34 - P76);

where XGg-

Let va = I, and let Ui = vtA above, 0SiS7. Let P be any automorphism

of 6; we shall show how to express P as a product of transformations of the

types (1')—(12') above, thereby proving that G' = 21(E), and consequently

that 3 = 2l(6)=2l since G'C3C2l(S) =21. We proceed by multiplying P on
the right by various of the set (1')—(12') of proposed generators for 2I(S),

and shall use the same notation for the resulting transformation as for the

original one. Once P is so reduced to the identity automorphism we shall be

done. Let (a) be the matrix of P relative to the basis Uo, • • • , ui for S; we

already know that uoT = IT = I = uo and that P maps £' into 6', so that

aoo = l, aoy = 0=ayo if 7>0, and this property will hold for every automor-

phism. First we note that if 0123^0, we can follow Thyl+af^il — a22)iE32 — E$o),

with the effect that CX22 = 1 for the resulting transformation. A similar pro-

cedure may be followed if any of «24, «27, c^e^O, by using types (8'), (5'),

(6'), respectively. If 0:22^0 and if a23 = 0, then we can follow P by type (10')

with X=l to obtain «23^0 and then proceed as above to obtain a22=l. If

«27 = 0 but c*255**0 we can follow P by type (8') with X=l to obtain a27^0

and then may proceed as above. If all a2y = 0 for j9*1, then a2i^0 since P is

nonsingular, and we may follow by type (2') with X = l to make 0:235^0 and

then make 0-22=1 as above. Thus we may assume a22=l. Now if we follow

P by types (2') and (3') in succession with X=a27 and X= — a26, respectively

we retain the property «22= 1 and obtain a26 = 0=a27 in the result. Now fol-

lowing by types (10') and (11') in succession with X=— a23 and X=—a24

respectively yields a result with «22=1, a26= CX27 = 0:23 =«24 = 0. Next, follow-

ing by type (4') with X=«2i yields a result with a22= 1, a2y = 0 if jr*2, 5. Now

v\ = 0 = v\, while V2Vf,+vhv2 = I; thus u\ = 0 = iu2T)2=iu2+a2sUi)2 = atbI. Hence

«25 = 0 and u2T=u2.
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Now (uiT)ui=(uiT)(uiT) = (uiuf)T = UiT=Ui, since w2 = t>2, so that in

UiT= EanM»'i we have Eai>M>M2—"2- Now E^i^t^ is readily seen to be

aiiVi — aitV7+auVi+aii2~1(vo — Vi), so that the corresponding equation holds

with each v, replaced by «,-. Thus Ui = ctiiUi — anu7+anUo+ai62~1(uo — ui); by

the linear independence of the elements of C occurring here we have otn = l,

O!i3=ai4=ai6 = 0. Now we follow T in succession by types (5') and (6') with

X= — 2~1ai6 and X= — 2_1ai7, respectively; the property ufT=Ui is preserved,

as are an = 1, ai3=a:i4 = ai5 = 0, and now we haveai6 = 0=ai7. If we now follow

by type (1') with X= — 2_1ai2, all these properties are preserved, and we now

have ai2 = 0, i.e., UiT=ui. Thus we may assume UiT = Ui, u2T=u2.

From vxVf,= — Vf,, we have UiUf,= —ua. If ufT= Ea6/M/> we have Ui(ufT)

= a.f,iUo+ai,2Ui+aiiUz+anUi — a\,x,Ui—as,oUi—a.f,7u7. Since UiT=Ui, this is

(uiT)(u$T) = (uiuf)T = — uhT= — E«5jMj. Thus a6i=o!52 = a63=tt64 = 0, ufT

= aSsU6+a&oUs+a6iu7. Next we have uiu6 = 2~1(uo+Ui), so that m2(m6£)

= (uiT)(u6T) = (u2uf)T = 2~1(«o + m)T = 2_1(m0 + Ui), or a!,&2-1(uo + Ui)

= 2_1(wo + «i), since u2Uo = UiU7 = 0. Therefore a&b=l, u0T = u6+auUt+a67u7.

Now if we follow £ successively by types (7') and (8') with X = a66 and

X = a67 respectively, we retain the properties uiT = Ui and ufT = Ut, and have

a new transformation with uhT = ua. Thus we may assume T leaves these

three elements fixed.

Similarly, from MiM3 = tt3 and m3m6 = 0 and the fact that Ui and us are fixed,

we find that UzT = a33u3+a3iu^ If 0:34^0, we may follow by type (9') with a

suitable value of X to make a33 = 1 and then by type (12') with X= — a34 to

obtain u3T = u3. Since types (9') and (12') leave U\, u2, ws fixed, the resulting

transformation will leave these fixed. If 0:34 = 0 then 0:33^0 and we may follow

by type (12') with X = 1 to make 0:34^0 and then carry out the above process.

Hence we may assume «i, u% u%, us fixed under T.

By the fact that uiUi = Ut and ului = 0, we obtain as above W4£ = a43M3

+otnUi. Now v3Vi = v6 so that (uzuf)T = u3(ufT) =u6T = u6, or M5 = tt44M3W4

= a44M6! and a44 = l. We follow by type (9') with X= — a43, and obtain m4£

= ut. Therefore we may assume «i, Ui, u3, m4, us fixed. Since UiU-6 = u7 and

M4M2 = Uo, we see by the fact that T is an automorphism that £ is the identity.

Our reduction is therefore complete, and with it the proof that G' = 3 = 21(E)

= 21. We summarize in the following theorem:

Theorem 5. Let S be the split Cayley algebra over a field ft of characteristic

9*2,3. Let 8 be the Lie algebra of derivations of 6. Then 8 is a simple Lie algebra

of classical type G2. If the characteristic of ft is not 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, then the group

3 of invariant automorphisms of 8 coincides with the full group 21 of automor-

phisms of 8, and the mapping sending ^4G2l(S) into the automorphism

X—*A~lXA of 8 is an isomorphism of the automorphism group 2I(S) of S onto

21. The group G' of Chevalley formed over ft from a complex Lie algebra of type

G2 coincides with 3. hence is isomorphic to 21 (S).

7. Remarks. The exception of a number of low characteristics, necessi-
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tated by our use of the methods of §1, is in general unnecessary. In [14],

Jacobson has used representation-theoretic methods (which are somewhat

more cumbersome) to obtain the corresponding results on the full automor-

phism groups for all types A — D except for .4B when p\ (re + 1) and for P4.

From these results and the fact that all P« = 0 for these algebras, where Ea

runs through the roots relative to the diagonal Cartan subalgebra, we see

that the third powers are zero for all root-vectors relative to all standard

Cartan subalgebras. Thus all our results carry over to characteristics 7*2, 3,

with the exceptions of those on the A„ and P4 cited above. For algebras of

type G2, we can use unpublished work of C. W. Curtis on the irreducible re-

stricted representations of restricted Lie algebras of classical type to show

that an algebra of type G2 has only one 7-dimensional irreducible restricted

representation, and none of lower degree. It then follows as in [13; 14; 24]

that the full automorphism group of G2 is as we have indicated above for all

characteristics 9*2, 3, and also that Pa = 0 for all root-vectors Pa relative to

standard Cartan subalgebras. Then again all our results on G2 are valid for

characteristics 9*2, 3. The number of cases to be considered in this calcula-

tion is rather formidable, and becomes nearly impossible for the other ex-

ceptional algebras.

In all cases so far investigated, the group 3 of invariant automorphisms

coincides with the group G', and is a known simple group [l; 15]. Moreover,

3 is a normal subgroup of the full automorphism group 21. It will be noted

that in each case we have obtained an inclusion 3^93C2I, where 93 is a

group known to be simple. This could be used to show that 3 = 93 in these

cases. However, we shall later encounter groups playing the role of 93 where

the simplicity does not yet seem to be established. The proof that G' = 3 = 93

in these cases then establishes the simplicity of 93, since G' has been proved

simple by Chevalley [3]. The same method of course yields the known results

on simplicity of the groups 93 occurring in this paper. The coincidence of G'

and 3 leads one to wonder whether it is possible to give a general proof that

G' = 3> or at least that the group G' has all the properties attributed to 3 in

(.4). Another approach might be to attack 3 from the point of view with

which Chevalley has proved the simplicity of G'.

Finally we indicate the nature of the quotient groups 21/3- For .4n_i with

re>2, we have 2l/3=(<r)©(g*/(5*)")> a direct sum of a cyclic group with

generator a of order 2 and the quotient of the multiplicative group g* of g

by the group of reth powers of elements of g*. When re = 2, we have 21/3

—g*/(g*)2- ff a denotes the automorphism X—* — X' and Ia the automor-

phism X—>A~XXA, then the isomorphism indicated is given by sending <x'IA

intOff'©(det04)-g*n), 7 = 1, 2, if w>2; IA into det(yl)-g*2 if « = 2.

For type C„, the mapping IA—>«• F*2, where AE® has (x.4, y^4) = (x, y)a

for all x, yG93, defines an isomorphism of 21/3 onto g*/g*2. For type P„,

every such a must be in g*2, hence there is a PGO(93) such that Ia=Iu, and,
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replacing U by — U if necessary, we may assume PGO+(93). Now the

spinorial norm mapping [l, Chapter 5] maps 0+(93)/12(93) isomorphically

onto g*/S*2- Since the only scalar in 0+(93) is the identity, we have 2l^O+(93),

and the spinorial norm mapping induces an isomorphism of 21/3 with g*/S*2-

For type P„, the situation is more complicated. First let re?^4. We have

21 = 7®, where the notation should be evident, and the mapping 7A—>ag*2

as in type C gives an isomorphism of 7©/7o<85) onto g*/g*2. Now Ioi$i)/Io+$5)

is a group of order 2 generated by the coset of the automorphism a = Iv of

§5,and3 = 7a(ffi). Now -7GO+(93), but-7G12(93) if and only if (-l)»Gg*2,
by Theorem 5.19 of [l], and ( — l)ng*2 is the spinorial norm of —I. If

— 7G!2(93), then the spinorial norm mapping induces an isomorphism of

7o+(8)/7Q(8, onto g*/g*2. If -7G12(93), then 7n(SB) ^12(93), and the homo-
morphism of 0+(93)/12(93) onto 7o+<iB)/12(93) induces a homomorphism of

g*/g*2 onto a group isomorphic to the quotient group

i%*/%**)/i%*\ (-D"r5*2)

by a subgroup of two elements. If we agree to let the notation (g*2, (— l)ng*2)

mean the identity of g*/g*2 when ( —l)"Gg*2, we have the normal series

3C7o+(95)C7o(S5)C7© = 2I with respective quotient groups

(r/g*2)/(g*2, (-DBg*2),

a cyclic group ^2 of order 2, and g*/g*2, as described above. The only change

in this situation for re =4 is that I&9*%, and that 21/7© is cyclic of order 3,

generated by the coset of 0 of §5. Of course, 21/3 is trivial in type G2.

These results indicate that in general 3 is a larger subgroup of 21 than

we were able to prove in (A). It would be of interest to obtain directly the

best possible result of this kind in the nonalgebraically-closed case, as was

done in (A) for the algebraically closed case. One conjecture that seems to

be indicated by the results is that conjugacy of standard Cartan subalgebras

under 3 remains valid when g is not algebraically closed. If this is correct,

then a refinement of the methods used injproving Theorem 4 of (A) would be

a possible device for obtaining the final result.
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